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Over the years, the reduction in the cost of solar electricity 
has been driven by advances in solar cell efficiencies as 
well as the reduced costs of materials, manufacturing and 

installation. An interesting opportunity to lower the price of solar 
energy further is through the use of inexpensive, large-area sun-
light collectors based on a luminescent solar concentrator (LSC) 
technology1–5. An LSC comprises a slab of a transparent material 
containing highly emissive fluorophores (Fig. 1a)1–3. Solar photons 
incident on a larger-area device face (area A1) are absorbed by the 
fluorophores, re-emitted at a longer wavelength, and waveguided 
by total internal reflection to the device edges (area A2), where 
they are collected by photovoltaic (PV) cells. The ratio between 
A1 and A2 defines a geometric gain factor G, which is linked to 
the concentration factor C by C = ηs,extG, where ηs,ext is the external 
quantum efficiency (EQE) of the LSC, equal to the ratio of the 
edge-collected photon flux Φ2 and the total incident solar flux Φs,1 
(Fig.  1a). The C factor can be thought of as an effective expan-
sion coefficient of the active area of a solar cell, and if C is greater 
than unity then the use of an LSC can boost the photocurrent and 
thus the generated power. Moreover, if the per m2 cost of an LSC 
is much lower than that of a PV module, then this scheme can 
allow for a reduction in the cost of solar electricity6. LSC technol-
ogy can also enable new types of device such as semitransparent 
solar windows and solar sidings4,7–10, lightweight optical antennas 
for space applications11, and spectral reshapers for applications in 
photobiology and photochemistry12.

Since being introduced in 19761, the LSC concept has been 
actively explored, with a primary focus on dye molecules2–5,13. 
Ordinary dyes, however, suffer from limited spectral coverage of 
the solar spectrum, low photoluminescence (PL) efficiencies at the 
near-infrared (NIR) wavelengths most suitable for coupling to Si 
PVs, and strong losses to reabsorption. The latter problem can be 
alleviated using approaches such as triplet emission or cascaded 
energy transfer, which can help spectrally displace the PL versus 
absorption spectrum3,14,15.

Interesting new classes of LSC emitters introduced recently 
include the highly emissive perovskites16,17, nanocluster phosphors8 
and colloidal nanocrystal quantum dots (QDs). Colloidal nanocrys-
tals offer an unparalleled level of tunability of their absorption and 
emission spectra, combined with high photostability6 and high PL 
quantum yields (ηPL) across the visible and NIR wavelengths7,18–26. 
Importantly, the major efficiency loss mechanism associated with 
self-absorption can be effectively tackled by a variety of strategies 
(commonly referred to as Stokes-shift engineering), including spe-
cially designed heterostructured QDs6,21,23,24,26,27, impurity-doped 
structures22,25, indirect-bandgap QDs28, QDs emitting via intragap 
native defects7,20,29 and hybrid QD–dye systems30.

QDs with varied bandgaps are also well suited for the realization 
of multilayered LSCs, where each layer is designed so as to absorb 
a different part of the solar spectrum (Fig.  1a). As in the case of 
spectral splitting in multijunction solar cells31–33, this approach can 
lead to a considerable boost in efficiency compared to single-layer 
devices3,34,35. The greatest benefit from this concept can be obtained 
by coupling each LSC layer to a bandgap-matched PV (Fig.  1a, 
left). However, as we show in this work, a considerable boost in the 
efficiency can be obtained even with the same type of PV (Fig. 1a, 
right) if the top, higher-energy-absorbing layer has a higher internal 
quantum efficiency (ηint = Φ2/Φs,abs, where Φs,abs is the absorbed solar 
flux) than the bottom layer (Supplementary Notes 1 and 2).

Here, we report large-area, high-efficiency tandem QD LSCs fab-
ricated using two types of QD, one with absorption onset in the NIR 
and the other in the visible. For the bottom layer, we use narrow 
bandgap CuInSe2 (CISe)-based QDs that exhibit strong absorptance 
across the solar spectrum (ηs,abs = Φs,abs/Φs,1 up to ~30%) and a high 
ηPL of 65–75%. The top LSC layer is based on highly emissive Mn2+-
doped CdxZn1−xS-based QDs (ηPL = 78%) with absorption onset at 
~440 nm. Due to efficient excitation transfer from the semiconduc-
tor host to the emissive Mn2+ ions, PL in these structures occurs in 
a reabsorption-free intragap region, which results in an extremely 
high ηint of >50%. As a result, the high-energy portion of the solar 
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spectrum harvested by the top layer is converted into the output flux 
much more efficiently than in the bottom layer, which results in the 
~21% improvement in ηs,ext and thus enhanced solar-to-electrical 
power conversion efficiency (PCE), even with the same type of PVs 
in both layers. The large-area tandem LSC (15.24 × 15.24 cm2) cou-
pled to GaAs solar cells exhibits a PCE of 3.1%, which can in princi-
ple be further enhanced to 3.8% using bandgap-matched PVs. This 
represents a 52% improvement versus a single bottom-layer device.

Bottom Lsc layer
CuInSexS2−x (CISeS) QDs are well suited for use as the bottom layer 
of a tandem LSC. Due to their narrow bandgap (Eg = 1.02 eV for 
bulk CISe), these QDs allow for improved harvesting of the solar 
spectrum compared to wider-gap ii–vi nanostructures. An addi-
tional advantage is a large intrinsic Stokes shift (ΔS) between the PL 
band and the onset of strong absorption, which reflects the pecu-
liarity of the emission mechanism in CISeS QDs. Due to a large 
abundance of native defects, the PL in these materials occurs not via 
a band-to-band transition but instead involves a transition between 
a conduction-band electron and a localized hole residing in an 
intragap state commonly ascribed to a Cu-related defect (denoted 
Cu* in Fig. 2a)7,36 or a ‘self-trapped’ exciton37. As a result, the PL is 
situated at intragap energies, which greatly reduces its overlap with 
the absorption spectrum. In addition to its favourable spectral char-
acteristics, the CISeS-QD PL is characterized by high ηPL (>50%) 
even at NIR wavelengths (>800 nm)7, where common dyes are usu-
ally poor emitters (ηPL < 10%)38.

As a result of the above properties, CISeS QDs have shown strong 
performance as LSC fluorophores. For example, the 12 × 12 cm2 
CISeS-QD-based devices of ref. 7 demonstrated an optical power 
efficiency (ηs,p) of 3.2%, which corresponded to an EQE of 3.7%; 
the two efficiencies are connected by ηs,p = (vLSC/vs)ηs,ext, where vs 
and vLSC are the average frequencies of the solar and LSC photons, 

respectively. These high efficiencies were obtained despite fairly low 
absorptance (~20%) and moderate ηPL (~40%), suggesting ample 
room for improvement in ηs,ext, by increasing ηs,abs and/or ηPL.

Recently, we reported a new type of CIS QD overcoated with an 
especially thick ZnS shell, which showed a considerable enhancement 
in ηPL over conventional thin-shell structures, as well as suppressed 
single-dot PL intermittency and greatly improved photostability39. 
Here, we extend this thick-shell strategy to CISe QDs, which are 
more suitable for LSC applications due to their narrower bandgap.

We first synthesized CISe cores with an apex to apex size of 
3.1 ± 0.5 nm, and then coated them with a thick ZnS layer, increas-
ing the overall particle size to 7.9 ± 0.9 nm (Supplementary Fig. 1; 
see Methods for details of the synthesis). The PL of these QDs is 
centred at ~805 nm (Fig. 1b, bottom) and it shows a large width of 
~305 meV (full-width at half-maximum, FWHM) typical of these 
materials40. As in the case of CIS QDs, the addition of the thick ZnS 
shell eliminates fast surface trapping channels (see PL dynamics in 
Supplementary Fig. 2) and leads to a high ηPL of 65–75%, maintained 
upon matrix encapsulation. This is almost a twofold improvement 
over the CISeS QDs used in the high-performance LSCs in ref. 7 and 
~20% higher than the best literature value for CISe-based QDs41. As 
commonly observed for CISeS QD samples, the absorption spec-
trum is featureless and exhibits a gradual growth with increasing 
photon energy after the onset at ~730 nm (Fig. 1b, bottom). This is 
~160 meV higher than the PL peak, which helps alleviate the prob-
lem of reabsorption.

To fabricate LSCs, we deposited a mixture of CISe/ZnS QDs and 
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) in chloroform onto 1.59-mm-thick 
borosilicate glass substrates using a doctor-blade technique6 (see 
Methods). The thickness of the QD/polymer film upon drying was 
0.05 mm. Figure  2b presents a photograph of a 15.24 × 15.24 cm2 
(~232 cm2) CISe/ZnS QD LSC with total sunlight absorptance 
ηs,abs of 28%. The corresponding visible transmittance (VT) is 23% 
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Fig. 1 | concept of solar-spectrum splitting in a tandem Lsc. a, A short-wavelength portion of the solar spectrum is absorbed by LSC’s first layer (LSC-1), 
and the re-emitted light (orange arrows) is guided towards edge-mounted PVs. The longer-wavelength portion of the solar spectrum transmitted through 
LSC-1 is collected by LSC-2, which is equipped with its own set of PVs. For the best performance, this scheme should utilize bandgap-matched solar cells 
(PV-1 and PV-2, left). However, as discussed in the text, the overall LSC performance can be enhanced even with the same type of PVs used for both layers 
(right). b, Absorption (purple) and PL (orange) spectra of Mn2+-doped CdxZn1−xS/ZnS QDs used in LSC-1 along with the AM 1.5G solar spectrum (grey 
shading) and a typical Si PV EQE spectrum (green dashed line); top. The absorption (brown) and PL (red) spectra of CuInSe2/ZnS QDs used in LSC-2 
along with the AM 1.5G spectrum filtered by LSC-1; bottom.
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(Fig.  2c and Supplementary Note  3), so the device appears dark 
to an observer (Fig.  2b). However, it is still semitransparent and 
non-hazy, indicating the absence of QD aggregation or other non-
uniformities in the polymer matrix, which explains the negligible 
optical scattering (Supplementary Fig. 3).

We measured the ηs,ext of square-shaped CISe-QD LSCs as a func-
tion of their size (L) by two quantitative techniques, one based on 
integrating-sphere PL measurements and the other on evaluation 
of the photocurrent of a PV cell recorded with and without an LSC 
light collector. The first method provides detailed insights into the 
optical loss mechanisms by allowing us to differentiate between the 
numbers of photons emitted from the faces versus the edges of the 
device3,6,23 (Supplementary Fig. 4 and Supplementary Note 1). The 
second method is more relevant to real-life applications as it permits 
us to directly evaluate the LSC efficiency in terms of the optical-
to-electrical PCE3,8,14,42 (Supplementary Note 2 and Supplementary 
Fig. 5), and, importantly, it allows for direct measurements under 
natural sunlight illumination.

Figure  2d presents integrating-sphere measurements of the 
LSC’s internal quantum efficiency as a function of L from 0 to 
10.16 cm (open diamonds) for devices with the same ηs,abs (28%) and 
ηPL (65%). The observed dependence can be accurately described 
by the analytical model of ref. 19, assuming that propagation losses 
are dominated by reabsorption, and that losses due to scattering 
are negligibly small (solid line in Fig. 2d; Supplementary Note 1). 
The performance of LSCs with L = 10.16 and 15.24 cm was also 

evaluated using electro-optical measurements (solid diamonds in 
Fig. 2d). The obtained values are systematically lower than those 
from optical measurements by ~8 relative percent due to imper-
fect (92% efficient) coupling of edge-emitted light into the PVs. 
The L-dependent values of ηs,ext were obtained by multiplying ηint 
by ηs,abs (28%): ηs,ext = ηintηs,abs (Fig.  2d, dashed line). Notably, the 
performance of our devices is a considerable improvement over 
the best published results. For example, the value of ηs,ext = 5.1% 
measured here for the 12 × 12 cm2 LSC is ~40% higher than the 
highest literature value (3.7%) for similarly sized CISeS-QD-
based devices7.

As pointed out previously7, in addition to demonstrating high 
EQEs, CISeS-QD-based LSCs are particularly well suited for appli-
cations as solar windows as they behave as neutral-density filters 
that do not introduce significant distortions to perceived colours. At 
the same time, they allow one to easily control a degree of shading 
by simply changing the concentration of the QDs (see analysis of VT 
versus ηs,abs in Fig. 2c).

Top Lsc layer
Next, we demonstrate that a further boost in ηs,ext is possible by 
applying a tandem configuration, where the CISe/ZnS-QD LSC is 
supplemented by a top layer based on Mn2+-doped CdxZn1−xS QDs, 
which increases ηint for higher-energy solar photons. As shown pre-
viously22, Mn2+-doped ii–vi QDs allow for the realization of low-loss 
LSCs due to the fact that the d–d emission of the Mn2+ ion occurs 
in a virtually reabsorption-free intragap region of a host semicon-
ductor (Fig. 3a). The most commonly studied Mn2+-doped QDs are 
based on wide-gap ZnSe and ZnS22,43. However, they exhibit only a 
moderate ηPL of up to ~50%22,43. A more recent class of Mn2+-doped 
nanostructures are the Mn2+:CdxZn1−xS/ZnS core–shell QDs, which 
can be fabricated using an easily scalable, non-injection method44. 
The use of an alloyed CdxZn1−xS core allows for a greater flexibility 
in controlling the absorption onset and also helps mitigate lattice 
mismatch with the ZnS shell, leading to high ηPL of >70%44.

For the present studies we synthesized Mn2+-doped CdxZn1−xS 
(x = 0.5) cores with a diameter of 3.0 ± 0.4 nm and then coated them 
with ~0.7-nm-thick shells (Supplementary Fig.  6). The fabricated 
structures exhibit a high ηPL of 78 ± 2% due to successful suppres-
sion of surface-related relaxation by the ZnS shell, as inferred from 
the measured PL dynamics (Supplementary Fig.  7). The PL peak 
is centred at ~600 nm, which is ~750 meV below the absorption 
onset at ~440 nm (Fig. 1b, top). Due to this large spectral shift, the 
entire PL spectrum resides in the reabsorption-free region, a key to 
obtaining high ηint.

An example of a 20.32 × 20.32 cm2 (~413 cm2) LSC fabricated 
using Mn2+-doped QDs by the doctor-blade method is shown in 
Fig. 3b. The device absorptance for incident sunlight is fairly small 
(ηs,abs = 3.2%), which leads to its colourless appearance (Fig. 3b and 
Supplementary Fig. 8).

Figure 3c shows ηint for a series of LSCs of different dimensions 
(L = 2.54–20.32 cm) obtained using both optical and electro-optical 
methods (Supplementary Figs. 9 and 10). The measured ηint shows 
only a small decline with increasing L (symbols in Fig. 3c), which 
occurs without distortion in the PL spectrum (Supplementary 
Fig. 8). This indicates that the observed PL loss is not due to reab-
sorption as in the case of CISe QDs, but weak spectrally inde-
pendent scattering in the LSC waveguide, which can be modelled 
using the scattering coefficient of 0.012 cm−1 (solid line in Fig. 3c; 
Supplementary Note  1). Interestingly, the obtained values of ηint 
(>50% even for large, 30 cm device lengths) are close to the reab-
sorption- and scattering-free limit defined by the product of the 
light-trapping coefficient for the glass waveguide (ηtrap of ~75%) and 
ηPL, which yields ~58%.

Because of their low absorptance, the EQEs of the Mn2+-
doped-QD devices are in the sub-2% range (dashed line in Fig. 3c). 
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Fig. 2 | characterization of the bottom tandem-Lsc layer based on 
cuInse2/Zns (cIse/Zns) QDs. a, Top left, Representative TEM image of 
an individual CISe/ZnS QD schematically depicted at bottom left. Right, 
Simplified representation of electronic states and optical transitions 
responsible for light absorption (brown arrow) and PL (red arrow). VB 
and CB denote valence and conduction bands, respectively; Cu* is a 
copper-related defect. b, Photograph of a large-area (~232 cm2) CISe-QD 
LSC. c, Top, Solution samples of CISe/ZnS QDs with different sunlight 
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dependent ηint measured by the integrating-sphere (open brown diamonds) 
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However, by increasing the QD concentration in the polymer 
matrix, ηs,abs can be pushed to ~6% (Supplementary Fig. 11). For the 
12 cm device this would result in ηs,ext = 3.4%, which approaches the 
previously reported value of 3.7% achieved with NIR CISeS QDs7.

Due to their moderate performance when evaluated in terms 
of ηs,ext, Mn2+-doped-QD LSCs have been primarily considered as 
model devices well suited for fundamental studies of luminescent 
concentration in the ideal, reabsorption-free regime, but not real-
life applications. Contrary to this common perception, in the next 
section we demonstrate that Mn2+-doped QDs can enable highly 
efficient tandem devices when they are combined with CISe-based 
QDs. Although the latter structures exhibit much stronger overall 
absorptivity across the solar spectrum, they suffer from incomplete 
elimination of reabsorption due to the still existing overlap between 
absorption and emission spectra. By splitting off the higher-energy 
portion of the solar spectrum with the top layer made of Mn2+-
doped ii-vi QDs, it is possible to partially mitigate this problem and 
increase the overall device efficiency.

Tandem Lsc design and characterization
A 15.24 × 15.24 cm2 (~232 cm2) prototype tandem LSC based on 
Mn2+-doped QDs (top layer, ηPL = 78%, ηs,abs = 4.6%) and CISe QDs 
(bottom layer, ηPL = 72%, ηs,abs = 24%) is presented in Fig.  4a. Due 
to spectral filtering by the top layer, ηs,abs of the CISe-QD LSC is 
reduced from 24% to 17.3%. The absorption onset of the CISe QDs 
is slightly blueshifted from that of the sample discussed earlier to 
obtain a better spectral match to the GaAs solar cells used in the 
complete LSC-PV devices (Supplementary Fig. 12). If the top and 
the bottom layers are used separately, their EQEs are 2.6% and 5.3%, 
respectively. In the stacked tandem configuration ηs,ext increases to 
6.4%, which is a ~21% improvement over the single-layer CISe-QD-
based device.

To evaluate the tandem LSC performance in a real-life device 
setting, we conducted measurements of solar-to-electrical PCE 
using edge-coupled high-efficiency GaAs solar cells (Fig. 4b; see 
Methods for details). For the coupled LSC-PV system, the current 
density is calculated from the area of the edge-coupled PVs, while 
the PCE is obtained based on the solar flux incident onto the LSC. 
Therefore, although the LSC-PV system can show a higher current 
density than the standalone PV (due to the effect of concentra-
tion), it can still exhibit a lower PCE; this situation is realized with 
our devices.

According to Fig. 4b, the PCE of a standalone PV (ηPV) is 23.7%. 
The PCE of the coupled LSC-PV system (ηLSC-PV) can be related to 
ηPV by ηLSC-PV = qηs,extηPV, where q is the spectral reshaping factor 
calculated as the ratio of the solar-cell EQE averaged over the PL 
spectrum of the LSC fluorophore and the EQE averaged over the 
solar spectrum6 (Supplementary Note 2). Based on the optical per-
formance of our tandem LSC and using q = 2.36 and 2.12 for the 
top- and bottom-layer QDs, respectively (Supplementary Fig. 12), 
we calculated that the PCE of the tandem LSC-PV system should 
be ~3.4% for the standard AM 1.5G solar spectrum. According to 
the actual measurements, the top and bottom layers deliver PCEs 
of 1.3% and 1.8%, respectively (Fig. 4b). This corresponds to a total 
PCE of 3.1%, which matches exactly the calculations if we account 
for the 92% LSC-to-PV coupling efficiency, as discussed earlier. 
Based on these measurements, the tandem configuration allows for 
~27% PCE boost, even when using the same types of PV for both 
LSC layers.

As discussed in Supplementary Note 4, the performance of our 
tandem devices compares favourably to that of the best reported 
LSCs based on both QDs and dye molecules45–48 (Supplementary 
Tables  1 and 2 and Supplementary Fig.  13). Furthermore, accel-
erated aging tests of fabricated structures (see Methods) indicate 
good photostability of both the top and bottom layers (upon proper 
encapsulation), which should allow for virtually degradation-free 
operation under standard outdoor conditions for ~9.4 and ~38 
months for the CISe-QD and Mn2+-doped-QD layers, respectively 
(Supplementary Figs. 14 and 15).

To take a full advantage of the tandem geometry, each LSC layer 
should be coupled to a bandgap-matched PV. In our case, the top 
Mn2+-doped QD-based LSC layer can, for example, be paired with 
GaInP PVs (~1.8 eV bandgap). With ηPV = 20.8% (ref. 49), the top 
layer would produce a PCE of 2.0% (assuming again the 8% cou-
pling loss). Combined with the 1.8% PCE of the bottom layer, this 
will result in a total PCE of 3.8%, which represents a 52% improve-
ment over the single-layer CISe-QD LSC. Even stronger relative 
enhancement is expected in larger devices, as the beneficial effect 
of the top layer with higher ηint increases progressively with increas-
ing L (compare Figs.  2d and 3c). For example, if we expand the 
device size to 50 cm, the single-layer CISe-QD LSC coupled to GaAs 
PVs would deliver a PCE of 1.3%, while the tandem device would 
more than double this value (PCE of 2.9%) in the case of bandgap-
matched PVs.
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As we discussed in the introduction, one of the motivations for 
the development of the LSC-PV technology has been a potential 
reduction in the cost of solar electricity. To evaluate the cost–effec-
tiveness of the developed QD LSC, we performed a comparison of 
the per watt cost of solar electricity between the standalone Si-PV 
and the coupled LSC-PV system, which we characterize in terms 
of the LSC cost–efficiency factor rLSC/PV (Supplementary Note 5 and 
Supplementary Figs. 16 and 17). Based on our analysis, the cost–
efficiency factor for our tandem LSC is 0.87 (red triangle in Fig. 4c), 
indicating that the LSC-PV system utilizing our devices can in prin-
ciple be more cost–efficient (by ~13%) than existing Si PV-modules. 
By further optimizing the LSC dimensions and ηs,abs of the bottom 
layer, the cost saving can be increased to ~28% (rLSC/PV = 0.72; green 
circle in Fig. 4c). If we increase ηs,abs of the top layer LSC from 4.6% 
(used in current devices) to 6.0% (the maximum value achievable 
with our Mn2+-doped QDs), the maximum attainable cost saving 
can be boosted to ~34% (rLSC/PV = 0.66; green circle in Fig. 4d).

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a large-area, high-perfor-
mance tandem QD-LSC. We have shown that even with a weakly 
absorbing top layer it is possible to obtain an appreciable improve-
ment in LSC performance if the top-layer internal quantum efficiency 
exceeds that of the strongly absorbing bottom layer. In the devel-
oped prototype 15.24 × 15.24 cm2 tandems, the PCE improvement  

versus single-layer devices can exceed 50% (with bandgap-matched 
PVs) and becomes as large as >120% in devices with a window size 
of 50 × 50 cm2. Due to the strong performance achievable with low-
cost, solution-processable materials, QD-based tandems and more 
complex multilayered LSCs can provide a viable pathway to further 
reduce the cost of solar electricity by complementing the existing 
PV technology with high-efficiency sunlight collectors deployable 
either as standalone LSC-PV modules or as semitransparent build-
ing-integrated solar windows.

Methods
Methods, including statements of data availability and any asso-
ciated accession codes and references, are available at https://doi.
org/10.1038/s41566-017-0070-7.
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Methods
Materials. Copper(i) iodide (CuI, 99.5%), indium acetate (In(Ac)3, 99.99%), zinc 
stearate (Zn(St)2, 90%), zinc acetate dihydrate (Zn(Ac)2∙2H2O, 99.99%), cadmium 
oxide (CdO, 99.99%), manganese acetate tetrahydrate (Mn(Ac)2∙4H2O, 99.99%), 
sulfur powder (S, 99.99%), selenium pellets (Se, 99.99%), diphenylphosphine 
(DPP, 98%), dodecanethiol (DDT, 98%), oleylamine (OAm, 70%, technical grade), 
oleic acid (OA, 90%), octadecene (ODE, 90%), anhydrous ethanol, chloroform, 
hexane, toluene and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, average molecular weight 40,000) 
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. All chemicals were used as received without 
further purification.

Synthesis of CuInSe2/ZnS core–shell QDs. The synthesis of CuInSe2/ZnS 
(CISe/ZnS) core–shell QDs followed previously published procedures with 
modifications. We first synthesized CISe core QDs following refs 50 and 51. Briefly, 
In(Ac)3 (175 mg, 0.6 mmol), CuI (114 mg, 0.6 mmol), OAm (6 ml) and ODE (6 ml) 
were loaded into a three-neck flask and heated to 80 °C and degassed for 30 mins. 
The mixture was then heated and stabilized at 210 °C under nitrogen flow. Next, a 
Se stock solution, prepared in glovebox by dissolving Se pellets (95 mg, 1.2 mmol) 
in 3 ml OAm and 0.9 ml DPP, was injected into the above mixture at 210 °C. The 
reaction was allowed to proceed for 40 min at 210 °C before being quenched 
by lowering the temperature to 80 °C. This core QD solution was degassed at 
80 °C to remove any low-boiling-point species and then reheated to 230 °C for 
ZnS shell growth. The ZnS shell coating on the CISe core was achieved via 
successive epitaxy growth52,53. A ZnS stock solution was prepared by dissolving 
Zn(St)2 (6.32 g, 10 mmol) in 20 ml ODE, 10 ml OA and 10 ml DDT at 150 °C for 
10 min. This stock solution was degassed at 80 °C for 30 min and kept at 50 °C 
before being added into the CISe core solution four times with 2 h intervals 
between each injection (~11 ml). After the last injection, the reaction was kept 
at 230 °C for 4 h. The as-synthesized CISe/ZnS QDs were washed by repeated 
precipitation with ethanol and finally dispersed in hexane or chloroform for 
further characterizations.

Synthesis of Mn2+-doped CdxZn1−xS/ZnS core–shell QDs. The synthesis followed 
ref. 44 with slight modifications. Several stock solutions were first prepared and 
stored in air-tight vials under a nitrogen atmosphere. The 0.1 M Zn stock solution 
was obtained by dissolving Zn(OAc)2∙2H2O (0.22 g, 1 mmol) in 0.8 ml OAm 
and 9.2 ml ODE by heating at 160 °C. The 0.4 M Zn stock solution was made by 
dissolving Zn(OAc)2∙2H2O (0.88 g, 4 mmol) in 3 ml OAm and 7 ml ODE at 160 °C. 
The 0.1 M Cd stock solution was obtained by dissolving CdO (0.128 g, 1 mmol) 
in 2 ml OA and 8 ml ODE at 160 °C. The 0.01 M Mn stock solution was prepared 
by dissolving Mn(OAc)2∙4H2O (0.012 g, 0.05 mmol) in 1 ml OAm and 9 ml ODE 
at 80 °C. The 0.4 M S stock solution was obtained by dissolving S powder (0.128 g, 
4.0 mmol) in 10 ml ODE at 160 °C.

For synthesis of the Mn2+-doped CdxZn1−xS core, 5 ml DDT and 10 ml ODE 
were loaded into a three-neck flask and kept under vacuum at 40 °C for 1 h, 
which was then cooled to room temperature and purged with nitrogen. A 5 ml 
volume of the 0.1 M Zn stock solution, 5 ml of the 0.1 M Cd stock solution, 5 ml 
of the 0.01 M Mn stock solution and 5 ml of the 0.4 M ODE-S solution were 
added to the flask and heated to 230 °C (heating rate of ~20 °C per min) under 
nitrogen flux. The mixture was kept at this temperature for 1 min before the  
ZnS shelling process started. A 15 ml volume of the 0.4 M Zn stock solution  
was added dropwise into the reaction mixture in six steps (2.5 ml per step)  
with 10 min intervals between the steps. The reaction was quenched in 
10 min after adding the last portion by removing the heating mantle. The 
as-synthesized Mn2+-doped CdxZn1−xS/ZnS core–shell QDs were washed by 
repeated precipitation with ethanol and finally dispersed in chloroform for 
further characterizations.

Characterization of as-prepared QDs. Samples for transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) studies were prepared by dropcasting a diluted dispersion of 
QDs onto carbon-coated copper grids. TEM images were acquired with a JEOL 
JEM-2100 microscope operating at 200 kV. The elemental analysis was performed 
via inductively coupled plasma (ICP) optical emission spectroscopy using an 
ICAP 6000 spectrometer. ICP samples were prepared by dissolving dried QDs in 
fresh aqua regia before measurements. According to the ICP measurements, the 
composition of the CuInSe2 core was Cu1.00In1.06Se2.12 and the composition of the 
Mn2+-doped CdxZn1−xS core was Mn0.04Cd0.48Zn0.48S1.00.

Fabrication of thin-film CISe- and Mn-QD LSCs. Both types of LSC were 
fabricated by a doctor-blade deposition method6. The QDs dispersed in 
chloroform were carefully cleaned and filtered through 0.25 µm PTFE syringe  
filters (Sigma-Aldrich) before mixing them with PVP to form a composite.  
The concentration of the QDs in the slurry was adjusted to prepare LSCs  
with the desired optical absorptance. To prepare the CISe LSC with an ηs,abs 
of 28%, 220 mg CISe/ZnS QDs, 6 g PVP and 20 ml chloroform were mixed 
and stirred overnight to form a homogeneous QD/PVP slurry. To prepare the 
Mn-QD LSC with an ηs,abs of 3.2%, 70 mg Mn2+-doped QDs, 6 g PVP and 20 ml 
chloroform were mixed and stirred overnight. The mixtures were centrifuged at 
2,500 r.p.m. to remove any bubbles in order to obtain high-quality films.  

The QD/PVP mixture was poured onto a borosilicate glass substrate to form a  
strip in front of a glass rod. The rod was swiftly translated over the substrate, 
leaving behind a viscous QD/PVP layer, which turned into a highly uniform film 
after evaporation of chloroform. The glass substrates used in the study had a 
thickness D of 1/16 inch (or 0.159 cm) and the QD/polymer film thickness  
d was ~50 µm. The geometric gain factor G of the LSCs was calculated from 
G = L/[4(D + d)] ≈ L/4D.

Accelerated photostability tests. For the accelerated stability tests, we dropcasted 
the above QD/PVP composites onto glass substrates, which then dried quickly 
in air. To protect the QDs from direct exposure to air and to mimic the QD 
encapsulation used in, for example, commercial QD-based displays, the films 
were loaded into customized airtight cuvettes under a nitrogen atmosphere in 
a glove box. To test photostability, the films were exposed to 462 nm light (for 
CISe QDs) or 405 nm light (for Mn2+-doped QDs) from blue LEDs (Thorlabs). 
The power densities incident onto the CISe and Mn2+-doped QD films were 1.57 
and 0.75 W cm−2, respectively. Based on the absorption spectra of the films, the 
corresponding acceleration factors FA were 56 and 230.

The PL quantum yields of the films were monitored at 12 h intervals, as shown 
in Supplementary Figs. 14 and 15. According to these measurements, ηPL dropped 
by 3.5 and 5.7% for CISe and Mn2+-doped QD films, respectively, after 48 h of LED 
illumination, which translates into 0.31 and 1.26 years of continuous exposure to 
natural sunlight, or 0.78 and 3.18 years in an outdoor environment if one accounts 
for the day–night cycle (~9.5 h per day on average in New Mexico, USA).

Measurement of LSC performance. The efficiencies of the fabricated LSCs were 
measured by two different methods: a purely optical method using an integrating 
sphere3,6,23 and an electro-optical method by measuring current density versus 
voltage (J–V) characteristics of PV cells attached to LSC edges3,8,14,42. In the 
integrating-sphere measurement, we used a ‘fibre-in–fibre-out’ configuration 
as in ref. 6. Due to the size limitation of the integrating sphere, the largest LSC 
size tested by this method was L = 10.24 cm. A 385 nm LED was coupled to the 
input fibre as the illumination source. The tested LSC (edge-masked or not) was 
shielded from direct exposure to incident LED light by a baffle. A second baffle 
was placed in front of the output fibre. The LED light and the light emitted by the 
LSC were collected by the output fibre and detected by a compact spectrometer 
(Ocean Optics). The wavelength-dependent detectivity of the system was obtained 
by measuring the spectrum of a lamp with a certified emission colour of 3,300 K 
(Ushino FCR 12V100W). The same set-up was used to determine the absolute PL 
quantum yields (QYs) of QD solution samples.

For J–V measurements on single-junction LSCs, we used polycrystalline silicon 
(c-Si) solar cells (Solar Made) with an area of 0.5 cm × 2.5 cm. The PV cells were 
attached to one edge of an LSC using an index-matching polymer adhesive (NOA 
68, Norland Products). The width of the PV cell (0.5 cm) was larger than the 
thickness of the LSC (~0.164 cm), so we used black tape to mark the excess area 
of the cell. The J–V curves of the coupled LSC-PVs and the standalone PV were 
obtained using a voltage source meter (Keithley 236) in the range of −0.5 V to 0.7 V 
with a voltage step of 0.02 V. The J–V curves shown for these single-junction LSC-
PVs were all obtained under outdoor conditions on a sunny day with a sunlight 
power of 88 mW cm−2.

For the J–V curve measurements of the tandem LSC we used thin-film 
GaAs solar cells (purchased from Alta Devices) with an area of 1.7 cm × 5 cm. 
The excess areas of the cells were masked by black tape. The J–V curves of the 
coupled LSC-PVs and the standalone PV were collected using a voltage source 
meter (Keithley 236) in the range of −0.2 V to 1.2 V with a voltage step of 
0.04 V. Measurements were performed in outdoor conditions on a sunny day 
around noon; the measured sunlight power was 104 mW cm−2 and the outdoor 
temperature was 9–10 °C. The tested device (an LSC or a reference standalone 
solar cell) was oriented to achieve the maximum short-circuit current; this 
condition corresponded to normal incidence of direct sunlight onto the device 
under investigation.

In all LSC-PV measurements (for both single-layer and tandem devices), 
after attaching solar cells to the LSC the excess edge areas were masked with black 
strongly absorbing tape.

Data availability. The data that support the plots within this paper and  
other findings of this study are available from the corresponding author upon 
reasonable request.
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